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Dyson v10 animal cordless vacuum cleaner review
Skip to content Skip to footer navigation The product's best features and benefits Drawbacks or issues you need to know about Reviews and ratings you can trust Easy side-by-side comparison Recommended products at a glance Recommended We recommend currently available stick vacs that score at least 80% overall, so long as they also score at
least 70% for hard floors. CHOICE Expert Rating This overall score is made up of hard floor dirt pick-up (30%), ease of use (30%), pet hair removal (15%), thorough carpet clean (10%) and quick carpet clean (15%). Pick-up dirt from hard floor score We test how effectively the stick vac picks up a variety of materials (cornflakes, potting mix and
flour) from hard floor. Ease of use score We measure how easy it is to manoeuvre the cleaner; empty and clean the dirt receptacle; operate the controls; and use and store the supplied accessories. Cleaning corners and edges Sand is spread into a right-angled corner and vacuumed to see how far into the corner each cleaner is able to pick up dirt,
using the standard cleaning head. Pet hair removal score To test pet hair removal, we embed cat hair in the carpet and, as with the dirt pick-up test, vacuum it to a set pattern and speed. We rate the results based on how much cat hair is left behind after the test. Where supplied, the turbo brush or power head is used for this test; otherwise, we use
the standard cleaning head. Pet hair for testing supplied by Woof Cat & Dog Grooming, Bondi, NSW. Thorough carpet clean score We embed sand evenly into a section of carpet, then vacuum. The sand is weighed and recorded; this is done twice for each model and the results averaged. A thorough test is 10 passes. Quick clean score We embed sand
evenly into a section of carpet, then vacuum. The sand is weighed and recorded; this is done twice for each model and the results averaged. A quick test is 4 passes. Car cleaning score For those models that separate from the stick into a handheld vacuum, we disperse pebbles and sand throughout the front and rear floor of a car and evaluate how well
they pick up these materials. This is not counted towards the final score, as not all vacs are 2-in-1 products. Noise (dBA) Noise is measured at the user's position at maximum power setting. Some models emit a high-pitched whistle that can be irritating, even though they may not be louder than others. Running time (min) Measured with brush head on
and full power. Brand reliability score We asked members in our 2020 reliability survey to rate their stick vacuum brands, and state whether they had run into any problems in the last 12 months. Not all brands have a reliability figure as we require a minimum of 50 responses per brand. Brand satisfaction score We asked members in our 2020
reliability survey to tell us what they thought of the stick vacuum brands they own, rating them from excellent to terrible. We use this information to give each brand an owner satisfaction rating. Not all brands have a satisfaction figure as we require a minimum of 50 responses per brand. Status Using this filter, you can search discontinued models
that we've previously tested. Tested model Price Price paid at time of testing. $899 Speed settings Yes, 3 speeds Claimed charging time (hr) How long the battery will typically take to charge. 3.5 Battery voltage (V) 25.2 Battery type Li-ion Measured dust collector (L) The capacity of the dust collector, measured in litres. Weight (kg) A lightweight stick
vacuum is easy to move around. 2.58 Origin The model has a claimed origin somewhere on the model itself. This should be taken with a grain of salt, as it's rare that all the materials for a product come from the one country. Malaysia Warranty (yr) 2 Items supplied with vac Vacuum cleaner, brush head (power), mini power head, combination tool
(dusting brush / wide head), crevice tool, upholstery tool with soft brush, hard dusting brush, battery charger, and wall mount with tool holder and screws. June 2021 note: We originally tested this model as the Dyson V10 Animal+ which also came with an upholstery tool with soft brush and extendable flexible arm. These tools are not present in the
current version, Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal. Website dyson.com.au Swappable battery Cordless stick vacs have rechargeable batteries; some are easily removable so you can swap them over with a fully-charged one to extend cleaning time without using a tool. Not all come with an additional battery. Hard floor head No Crevice tool Yes Upholstery
tool Yes Dusting brush Yes Accessory storage Handheld as well Telescopic wand This lets you adjust the wand to suit your height, so you can vacuum without bending your back too much. HEPA filter HEPA stands for high-efficiency particulate air. Vacuums equipped with HEPA filtration trap the dirt you can't see, rather than sending allergens back
into the air. Related Get full access to all our tests and reviews Join CHOICE Prices are ordered from lowest to highest, irrespective of retailer rating or stock, and exclude any potential delivery costs. We are not able to show every possible retailer and cheaper prices may be available. When you click on a retailer link on our site, we may earn affiliate
commission. This supports our not-for-profit mission to empower consumers and in no way affects our recommendations. Find out more. Compare Now you can experience constant, powerful fade-free suction to clean anywhere. The Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal+ Cordless Vacuum cleaner is suitable for all floor types and features 3 power levels to
choose from. With 5 attachment tools included, you can thoroughly pick up dust and clean after pets for a hair-free home! Sign up for the latest product releases, reviews, helpful articles & more delivered straight to your inbox! Do not show this message again While Dyson doesn’t only make vacuums, it may be the product many consumers
recognize the company by. Who can forget the classic early ‘00s commercial featuring founder John Dyson landing on the scene with his bright yellow vacuum cleaner? He opened by dragging modern vacuum engineering conventions and presenting a new device that Dyson claimed “doesn’t lose suction.” He was right, though these shiny, overlyengineered vacuums came at an astronomical cost. If they did everything they claimed to, dropping that much on a Dyson could be a worthwhile investment. This brings me to my cat, and the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal cordless vacuum. Henry Miller called life a “rosy crucifixion.” It’s a moniker that also applies to fatherhood. While Jodah is a miracle
baby, he’s also a wicked cat who lives to give his father stress ulcers by turning our home into a dump. Luckily, the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal cordless vacuum can sweep up whatever my heinous feline throws at me, with room to spare. To see how the Dyson V10 Animal measured up to other vacuums in its class, this writer and his Large Adult
Feline Son put the literal (and figurative) mess of their sadomasochistic, codependent relationship to the test.What is the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal Cordless Vacuum?Specifications— Weight: 5.9 pounds— Dimensions: 49.2 inches long x 10.1 inches wide x 9.5 inches high— Cleaning Path Width: 9.8 inches — Bin Capacity: 0.2 gallons— Charge Time:
3.5 hours — Maximum Run Time: 1 hour— Suction Power: 151AW— Attachments: Wand, high-torque cleaner head, combination tool, crevice tool, mini soft dusting brush, mini motorized tool, docking station, chargerThe Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal cordless vacuum, as the name suggests, doesn’t need to be plugged in. Like all Dyson cleaners, it’s
totally bagless and packs plenty of power in a small space. The name is apt, as the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal is engineered to clean up messes in large homes left by pets. In my case, the aforementioned delinquent offspring Jodah. The Dyson Cyclone V10 is unboxed in two parts. The main part of the vacuum contains the battery, handle, and bin
where refuse gets sucked into. Like many modern devices, this Dyson comes with a dock connected to a power supply, that way, it can charge to full after every use. The dock even has places where two of the five attachments can rest easily, three if you count the head attached to the main vacuum. DesignJodah, cat, doesn’t know what’s coming.
Jaime Carrillo/FuturismDyson products, whether we’re talking about vacuum cleaners or desk fans, all smack of sci-fi housekeeping. Some of their products look so futuristic, it’s hard to tell what they actually are at first glance. The Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal doesn’t have the overly engineered look so ubiquitous with this company, but it does have
an excellent build quality. When my old vacuum finally decided to completely die in December of 2021, I decided to replace it with a premium model. As it turns out, Dyson made a cordless device built specifically for cleaning up after — yes — animals. Or specifically for me, and the rest of my long-suffering, animal-tethered cohort. Distinguishing one
Dyson from another can, at certain points, be a tricky game — but distinguishing the Cyclone V10 Animal is its modularity: Everything clicks into place. Literally. Removing or attaching different tools to the main body of the vacuum is done with a simple push and click of a red button. If you want to clean a desk or perhaps the inside of a vehicle, you
can simply remove the long wand so getting into tighter spaces is easier. This is a very welcome feature, considering that this dreadful feline’s imagination inspires him to make messes in even the most surprising places. Tech and PowerAesthetics on the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal look sleek as hell. Under the hood, it’s powered by a Dyson
Hyperdymium motor, claimed to be twice as powerful as any cordless vacuum cleaner out there. Fourteen cyclones spin particulates into the bin, which traps them, while expelling cleaned air using its filtration system. And because it’s acoustically engineered, the vacuum accomplishes this at lower decibels than a standard non-Dyson vacuum
cleaner. Dyson V10 Animal Review: Is the Cordless Vacuum Worth It?Anytime you go for a cordless device, there’s usually a trade-off. In the case of vacuum cleaners, one must compromise power for versatility. After a little less than a month of regular usage, It’s hard to see if the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal compromises on anything. Sorry son, your
mess is history. Jaime Carrillo/FuturismFirst ImpressionsAfter charging to full power, I was eager to try out this big purchase. Left to my own devices, the floors wouldn’t be tended to until they resembled a crime scene. Granted, when it comes to my cat and his wicked ways, floors become unfathomably messy on the regular. A minute of firing up the
Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal, it’s easy to become addicted. Using it was (god help me) actually kind of fun. Previous vacuums usually didn’t get any single spots fully clean, unless it got at least a couple of run-throughs. It’s a rhythm anyone who’s operated a vacuum cleaner is all too familiar with: First pass gets the bulk of the mess, second gets the rest
(if you’re lucky). With the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal, the second run-through is no longer necessary. The phrase “game-changer” went through my mind cleaning the living room — in record time. Oddly enough, there was some parallel thinking here. Hopping online and parsing through reviews from Amazon to Twitter, and anyone can find the exact
same thought echoed: “This is a game-changer.” It’s so corny, but it’s not inaccurate.No Task Too SmallI don’t know how, but my equal parts adorable/sinister cat managed to drag some potting soil inside and dumped it on our white living room carpet. His face? Shameless. Despite knowing how cleaning up his mess would cause his father hardship.
But this mischief would be dispensed with swiftly. With the amount of serious cooking I do, the linoleum floors in our kitchen are littered with everything from bread flour to minced shallots that just missed the pan. Recently, Jodah hopped up on a kitchen island and in a most capricious manner, knocked over a 12-ounce bag of coffee I had splurged
on. While I could no longer consume the coffee, I was able to sweep up every bean easily. It’s as if his cheeky indiscretion never occurred. The broom and dustpan haven’t been touched in weeks. Switching up different brush heads is done easily. Using the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal along with a crevice tool to sweep up a small mess my son made in
the back of our Toyota 4Runner. The backseat was littered with sand — beach sand? Playground sand? Not that it matters — as it’s been taken care of, and I didn’t even break a sweat. While the bin is small, emptying it couldn’t be simpler. Simply point the bin in the direction of a trash can, and eject the mess. Lightly knocking the edge of the bin
against the trash can also be done but likely unnecessary. The bin gives up its dusty payload pretty easily. The Animal moniker is well-earned. I realized just how much hair my execrable cat sheds on a daily basis. It’s a lot. Probably enough to make a wig or two. The vacuum has three power settings, Auto, Eco, and Boost. Eco trades in a little suction
strength to prolong battery life. When using it, a second pass is almost always needed. Not a great feature, but it may be enough for less troublesome spills. Conversely, the Boost option seemed like overkill. Auto took care of pretty much every mess we threw at it.Unbeatable, But Not AffordableThe Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal comes with attachments
for every mess. Jaime Carrillo/FuturismAs far as battery life goes, Dyson sports a battery life of up to 60 minutes. The companion dock is optional, but (if you had to) the vacuum is gorgeous enough to want to display for company. It’s also an easy way to remember to power up your vacuum cleaner to full when it’s not in use. Because the vacuum is so
efficient, sweeping up the entirety of our 1,000-square-foot home can be done on a single charge. Of course, it’s rare that I ever vacuum my entire house at once. The Dyson Cyclone V10 Anima is mostly used in spurts, cleaning up the living room and kitchen on a near-daily basis. That, and anytime my ill-bred laddie decides he wants to try his father’s
patience by making our home look like the sight of a nuclear accident. What is perhaps the most impressive aspect of the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal is the fact that it’s so quiet. No, it doesn’t exactly run silent, but it’s low enough that it might trick you into thinking that it’s broken or clogged. While the vacuum operates at much lower decibels than
most, it’s still likely too loud to run after bedtime. If there’s a gripe to be had with this device it would be the price, which like many Dyson products, is astronomical. It set me back $538, after taxes. In fact, it costs more than every single vacuum I’ve ever purchased…combined. Final Thoughts: Dyson V10 Animal Cordless VacuumThe Dyson Cyclone
V10 Animal Cordless Vacuum does everything it claims to do. It sweeps up even the most dastardly mess the youth of today create, and it does it with ease. While I stop short of calling it “fun,” this cord-free vacuum works just the way you want it to, cutting down on the dread that this household chore usually brings. Floors in my home remain pristine
not because I’m a clean freak, but because maintaining this state of cleanliness is easily accomplished. Because of this, my cat’s transgressions are quickly escalating. When I’m not paying attention, my peccable niño borrows his father’s phone and sends uncouth messages to singles in my area. He’s stolen my credit card info and uses it to buy catnip.
Who knows how deep his naughtiness will go, but at the very least, I can rest easy knowing that all floor-related situations will be dealt with briskly, thanks to the Dyson Cyclone V10 Animal Cordless Vacuum.This post was created by a non-news editorial team at Recurrent Media, Futurism’s owner. Futurism may receive a portion of sales on products
linked within this post.Care about supporting clean energy adoption? Find out how much money (and planet!) you could save by switching to solar power at UnderstandSolar.com. By signing up through this link, Futurism.com may receive a small commission.
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